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sometimes keep it—and always give
lots of praise.
In the future, I hope to have more

ideas to share. —Ann Shinkle; aims/fin-
kle@aol.com; Curly Coated Retriever
Club ofAmerica website: ccrca.org

Flat-Coated
Retrievers
Rehoming the Adult Flat-Coat
PART ONE

he Flat—Coat is a friendly but very
loyal dog.All dogs are creatures of

habit, and every change of homes
causes the dog to feel more anxious and
insecure.Therefore changes should be
accomplished with careful thought and
planning. Be sure that the dog going to
a new owner is an appropriate choice
for the new home.
It is very helpful to have preliminary

visits and work sessions between the
dog and the prospective owner or fam—
ily, including any pets, but the prelimi—

nary visits should not include any sepa—
rations from the formerowner or foster
family. Once the dog changes homes,
there should be no visits with the for—

mer owner, as these only upset and
confuse the dog.
The Flat—Coat adjusts more easily if

the change is done early in the day,
since all dogs feel more insecure at
night. Everything should be ready for
the new dog in the home—foodand
water dishes, familiar food, a crate of
size and type the dog is used to, and
appropriate toys.The former owner or
foster family should send to the new
home a piece of bedding and/or toys
with familiar scents to be kept with the
dog for at least two weeks.
If the dog is being picked up by the

new owner, there should be a pleasant
visit, with the dog sitting for treats 0r
biscuits for the new owner.The dog’s
play and training can then be demon—
strated, and the lead handed over to the
new owner, who then practices the play
and training. From that point on there
should be no attention from the owner
or family giving up the dog, and the
dog should be taken out to the car by
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the new owner with cheerfulness and
treats. Long goodbyes are not under—
stood by the dog and only cause confu—

sion. It is better if the new owner can
keep the dog’s undivided attention with
the training and the treats.Most dogs
settle down quickly once they are in a
car that is moving, but it is easier if one
of the new owners can ride in the back
seat holding the dog’s lead and atten—

tion while someone else drives.
If the dog is being delivered to the

new home by the original owner, fol—
low the same instruction, but when it is
time for the new owner to take the dog
away with training and treats, he or she
should go out of sight and keep the dog
busy while the former owner leaves,
quickly and quietly. Under no circum—
stances should the dog ever be allowed
to see or hear the former owner leave.
If the dog is being picked up at the

airport, try to have the dog arrive so
that you get home while it is still day—

light. Give the dog a short training ses—

sion when taking the dog out of the
crate (in a closed room, in case the dog
gets past you) with plenty of treats, and
more training, treats and playwhen you
first arrive home. Don’t underestimate
the importance of treats, training, and
play to help the new dog feel secure.

To be continued. —SallyTerroux;
5jter70ux@aol.com; Flat—Coated
RetrieverSociety ofAmerica website:
firsaincvrg

Golden Retrievers
A Basic History Lesson
6 C rimarily a hunting dog ...”This,Pthe beginning of the second
sentence in the Golden Retriever’s
AKC standard, reflects the origins of
the breed and the vision of its Scottish
champion, Sir Dudley Marjoriebanks
(later known as Lord Tweedmouth).
Most Golden owners know of the

legendary Marjoriebanks, an ardent
waterfowl enthusiast and dog breeder
who dreamed of a canine hunting part—

ner suited to the rough terrain and
cold, rugged waters of the English sea—

coast. Those lofty aspirations, in 1868,
launched the historic breeding journey
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of a superb hunting dog with a water—

proofgolden coat.
Fast—forward to the let—century

Golden Retriever.TheGolden’s unique
combination ofbeauty, biddability, and
athleticism easily propelled the breed
into the top 10 ofAKC—registered
breeds.And as its popularity surged, the
breed morphed into the “do—it—all

retriever”—with prowess in the field
diminishing proportionately.
Enter the AKC HuntingTest pro—

gram. Originally devised by hunting
enthusiasts who were determined to
provide a venue for the hunting
retriever, the non—competitivetesting
program served an importantneed in
the world of sporting dogs.As retriever
field trials had grown more competitive
and more expensive, many Golden
owner/trial—hopefuls found they could
no longer alford the time and money
required to maintain a competitive field
trial dog.
Hunt tests bridged that gap, oEering

wannabe trialers, as well as hunters, a
chance to prove the working abilities of
their dogs.The tests also encouraged
conformation and obedience competi—
tors, and even pet owners, to demon—
strate the original purpose of their
dogs.
Conversely, the testing process also

inspired some test participants to ven—

ture into the intimidating world of field
trials.Thrilled by the sight of their own
or someone else’s Golden flying
through the tests with speed and style
and working head—to—headwith
Labrador owners, some Golden owners
wanted more—bigger challenges and
more—competitivedogs. Having wit—

nessed Goldens with superior intensity
and drive working with true passion for
the game, they promised themselves a
dog like that one “next time.”
As the hunt—test program continues

to grow, it can only benefit the Golden
Retriever and bring him back to his

roots as a superior hunting companion
who can, indeed, do it all.—Nona
Kilgore Bauer; nona@nonabauenwm;
Golden RetrieverClub ofAmerica
website:grca.org


